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NAME:______________________ 
DATE:_________________ 

 
Write the missing comparatives in the chart below.  Be careful with your spelling. 

Don’t forget to use “than” with a comparative.   Study these examples: 
 

 ADJECTIVE  COMPARATIVE  SUPERLATIVE 
A. big  bigger than  the biggest  

B. exciting  more exciting than  the most exciting  

C. spicy  spicier than  the spiciest  

1.  pretty    the prettiest 
2.  tall    the tallest 
3.  interesting     the most interesting
4.  good    the best 
5.  happy    the happiest 
6.  sad    the saddest 
7.  unusual    the most unusual 
8.  bad    the worst 
9.  short    the shortest 
10.  amazing    the most amazing 
11.  red    the reddest 
12.  green    the greenest 
13.  sleepy    the sleepiest 
14.  wonderful    the most wonderful 
15.  terrible    the most terrible 
16.  large    the largest 
17.  hot    the hottest 
18.  expensive    the most expensive 
19.  old    the oldest 
20.  young    the youngest 
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-ANSWER KEY- 

 
Write the missing comparatives in the chart below.  Be careful with your spelling. 

Don’t forget to use “than” with a comparative.   Study these examples: 
 

 ADJECTIVE  COMPARATIVE  SUPERLATIVE 
A. big  bigger than  the biggest  

B. exciting  more exciting than  the most exciting  

C. spicy  spicier than  the spiciest  

1.  pretty  prettier than  the prettiest 

2.  tall  talller than  the tallest 

3.  interesting   more interesting than  the most interesting

4.  good  better than  the best 

5.  happy  happier than  the happiest 

6.  sad  sadder than  the saddest 

7.  unusual  more unusual than  the most unusual 

8.  bad  worse than  the worst 

9.  short  shorter than  the shortest 

10.  amazing  more amazing than  the most amazing 

11.  red  redder than  the reddest 

12.  green  greener than  the greenest 

13.  sleepy  sleepier than  the sleepiest 

14.  wonderful  more wonderful than  the most wonderful 

15.  terrible  more terrible than  the most terrible 

16.  large  larger than  the largest 

17.  hot  hotter than  the hottest 

18.  expensive  more expensive than  the most expensive 

19.  old  older than  the oldest 

20.  young  younger than  the youngest 
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